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Presentation Notes
Hello everyone, I am Mohammed Fahad, working with Siemens EDA as TME and I welcome you to this presentation on Power Analysis using Power Pro at the IP and System Level. So let me talk about the agenda for this presentation.



Agenda

• Power  and Energy as Key Metrics
• RTL Power Analysis – Need, the Challenges and a comprehensive 

methodology
• The proposed methodology 
• Brief discussion about the key elements of the proposed methodology
• Power and Energy Reporting in PowerPro
• Summary

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So in today’s presentation, I will be covering why early RTL power is a key metric and how it has taken a center stage lately in a performance sensitive system design  considerations.I will be talking about the RTL Power Analysis as a solution and the challenges associated with it.I will also be proposing a regression-ready, error-correcting and fully seamless methodology for an early Power closure at RTL level. I will discuss the key aspects of this methodology like vectorless power linting, Power Analysis and the inputs qualification.And in the second part of this presentation, my colleague Mahmud will talk about Emulation based system level Power Analysis Flow. 



Power and Energy – Getting the 
centerstage
Power and Energy As Key Design Metrics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So why power? And how it has become a key design consideration lately.



Power is everywhere…
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Power is everywhere. Traditionally, power used to be a concern with mobile and handheld devices due to battery life considerations. But now, power as a concern is prevalent in all verticals of the industry, for example: Data centers consume huge amounts of power due to million of data transactions happening per second.Processors like CPUs and GPUs have always been power hungry but now with increased tiles and cores on these processors, the speeds are increasing manifolds which as result means significant rise in power dissipation. With 5G, edge computing and IoT, the devices are becoming compute intensive leading to more power consumption.and last but not the least, automotive. In cars, there is now a lot more electronics than it used to be, consuming a lot of power and generating a lot of heat.



The Need for an Energy Conscious Design Strategy
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Energy efficiency unfortunately doesn’t mean pulling the supply 
down! We need a comprehensive design strategy to achieve that.

De-carbonization of compute Infrastructure

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Energy efficiency unfortunately doesn’t mean pulling the supply down! We need a comprehensive design strategy and mindset to progressively achieve that.



Power and Energy becoming a key design consideration
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RTL Power/Energy
The benefits of a fast and accurate RTL Power Analysis Flow

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So why RTL power and how PowerPro offers itself to be a comprehensive solution to power estimation needs at various stages of the design cycle?



RTL Power Analysis, Why and Where?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lets understand why in the first place we need an RTL power analysis in the design flow and placing it where in the design flow benefits the most.RTL power analysis provides the best time to power given the fact that it can estimate the power much faster and at an earlier stage of the design cycle notwithistanding the fact that the power accuracy at RTL level (When compared at gate level) is slightly off the target but lies within the acceptable ball-park.RTL PA is a much simpler flow that involves single team ownership and the Front end level inputs like constraints and RTL vectors for an early power estimation. Having Implementation level input like SPEF is not a mandatory requirement to run RTL PA flow but reading it in the flow definitely helps estimate the power rather closely.So RTL power analysis flow is a smarter approach for an early estimation of chip power and predicts necessary design optimization changes for an early power closure.



RTL Power -The Challenges

Difficult Tool Setup
• Provide inputs like waveform, 

physical information etc
• Calibration for Power 

Estimation

Power Analysis and Large TAT
• May require deeper analysis 

of reports to understand the 
problems and fix them, often 
late in the design cycle

Late Consideration of Power
• Lack of time to find and fix 

power issues
• Discovering problems late 

will delay schedules
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The low power market offers plenty of softwares, tools and methodologies. But more than the technology it is selection of right kind of methodology that the user needs. For example, setting up a power tool is not easy and the tool is most likely to throw unreliable results if the setup is not correct or provided inputs have functional issues associated with them.Secondly a full-blown power analysis can have a long turn around time. And once the toll run finishes successfully, analysing the data and understanding the misscorrelation becomes a tedious task. Typically, this is handled late in the RTL design cycle. And if there are issues those need to be fixed in order to optimize the RTL for power related changes, it might already be too late to make any such modifications in the code, mostly for the functional verification overhead that this change would cause.



RTL Power -The Essential ingredients of the Required Methodology

Support Structural Checking when Vectors are not ready yet

Helps clean inputs and provide power coverage insight

Helps quick Power/Energy trending and tracking in regression

Helps inspect the Power and Energy profile for optimization opportunities
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Therefore, we need a power solution or define a methodology that help the user to enable power checking at the initial RTL stage itself.which makes it easy for the user to clean up the inputs or setup before the issue becomes critical. It should be able to track the power consumption of each stage of the RTL clearly reflecting upon the power related changes made in the RTL.And in order to fix the power hotspots, it should be able to provide the data analytics on the power profile of the design via power inspection reports.



Methodology for Power/Energy Exploration and 
Optimization
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PowerPro with the help of EDCs and accurate power analysis, can provide answer to this problem. A methodology based on EDCs, PA and Optimization is proposed here in that:User may start the power cleanup with the bare minimum setup (RTL/Liberty) and run the early design checks to catch and fix any low hanging power issues that may potentially cause huge potential power issues down the flow.As the design cycles advances and user has more information in terms of availability of vectors and parasitic data, user may run power analysis to see the power trend of the design which should conforms and fall within the defines power budgets. And power shoots (ups and downs) can be addresses fixed at this stage.This methodology can also provide a gatekeeping on inputs for making sure that the provided inputs are well qualified and have no structural of functional discrepancies  associated with them(like naming, coverage and mapping related issues).



Early Power Checking using EDCs
Structural Power Linting for Catching Low Hanging Power Issues Early-on

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So let’s talk about powerpro’s vectorless early power checking based on Early design checks portfolio that helps the user to clean up the RTL for any low hanging structural power issues that may otherwise snowball into a major problem down the flow if not fixed early on.



Early Design Checks
Structural Analysis of RTL to reveal power issues upfront

• Can be run without vectors

• Runs extremely fast

• Performs structural analysis of the RTL to 
find potential issues that can impact 
power downstream

• EDC metrics can be used to qualify IPs for 
lowpower

Coverage Checks

Design Checks

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Early Power checking using EDCs. EDCs  are structural checks performed on your RTL to reveal any power problems upfront. They can be run without vectors. They run extremely fast. They perform structural checking on RTL find any power issues that can impact power downstream.If you take a look at these early design checks, they are primarily of two kinds, coverage checks and design checks. Coverage checks reveal how many ungated flops are there, how many ungated mux inputs in your design etc. The other are design checks that reveal if you have constant or functionally or structurally redundant ICGs in your design, or you have memories whose outputs are unobservable, etc and need to be fixed.



Input Qualification
Cleanup the inputs, otherwise it is Garbage-in-Garbage-out

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lets talk about how the proposed methodology puts up a gate-keeping on the provided input which is essential to achieve reliable results from a data-sensitive power tool.



Power Setup and Input Quality Check
Ensure first-time right power estimates with data integrity checking

• Correct setup leads to correct power estimates !
- Incorrect setup and deficient inputs can lead wrong power 

estimates, longer TAT

• Did I provide the correct setup?
- Setup can be wrong unintentionally, leading to incorrect power 

numbers

• Quality of input determines the quality of output
- Data integrity checks (DICs) ensure that the input provided is not 

deficient
- Quality checks at each step (Libraries, SPEF, Waveform)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In order to ensure that provided inputs are correct and do not contain any structural or functional abnormalities, powerpro provides a way to ensure “correctness and goodness” of the provided inputs like tech libs, fsdb or spef with the help of rich set of data integrity checks.It is recommended that user cleans up the inputs with the help of DICs before moving ahead with the lengthy power analysis runs to ensure right at first time well correlated power number. Which essentially means a significant drop in costly retries that helps in saving cost and time.



Power Analysis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s discuss the Power Analysis aspect of this methodology which is main focus of this session today.



Comprehensive Power Analysis
Complete portfolio for Power Analysis, from early RTL to Gate, IP to SoC

• Accurate RTL and Gate-level Power Estimation
- RTL Power Accuracy within 15% of layout
- Gate Power Accuracy within   3% of layout
- Ability to use RTL stimuli to perform Gate-level Power Analysis

• Averaged Power and Time-based Power
- Averaged Power 
- Time-based Power (Cycle-Accurate)
- Supported switching activity formats:  QWAVE, FSDB, SAIF, STW

• Detailed Reports and Intuitive Debug 
- Summary Power, Hierarchical Power
- Power by Component/Category
- Power by Clock Domain
- Intuitive GUI with cross-probing, querying, filtering etc

PowerPro
Estimation 

RTL / NL Library SPEF

Oasys Synthesis

UPF

PA-sim

Waveform

Reports

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So focusing on Power Analysis part of the tool which is our main objective as part of this presentation.PowerPro delivers RTL power accuracy withing 15% of layout and Gate level power accuracy withing 5% (which is often spot on given all inputs are well mapped/vectors are well annotated)PowerPro can generate Averaged Power and Time-based Power numbers and supports all majorly used switching activity formats like: QWAVE, FSDB, SAIF, STWIt also generates Comprehensive reports and enables the user with intuitive Debug environment based on Visualizer. To increase the accuracy aspect of power analysis  the under the hood Oasys Synthesis engine helps in creating a physical aware synthesis proptype that works as a foundation for an accurate power resultsPA-Sim based internal dynamic simulation capability for accurate switching activity assertion and propagation that helps in annotating all the nodes of the design with right switching activity



Averaged and Time-based Power Analysis
RTL, Gate and RTL-stimulus-on-Gate
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PowerPro’s Power Analysis provides most comprehensive set of data visualization in the form of output reports and data analytics. To name a few, it outputs average power and energy reports, provides time-based toggle activity plot for RoI based power analysis, provides time-based power plots and batch reports, and generates power waveforms for IR drop analysis. 



Power Inspection Reports

• Power Inspection
• New set of reports to visualize, inspect and determine gating 

opportunities for Flops/Memories
• Clock-Tree visualization for holistic view of gaters in the 

design and their effectiveness
• Fan-out profile per clock root/ICG along with toggle profile 

for detailed analysis
• Detailed Flop and Memory reports to analyze and find 

potential solutions for gating 
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Power Inspection

Clock Tree Power Inspection 21.65% 63.35 uW

Flop Power Inspection 51.22% 111.29 uW

Memory Power Inspection 12.34% 24.46 uW

Glitch Power Inspection 18.85% 41.37 uW

opens report that shows only the 
flops contributing to this number

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Power Inspection Reports are a very important set of reports for analyzing the design for potential power optimization opportunities based on the power profile of the design. Power Inspection Reports are fine-grained reports on Clock Tree Synthesis, Flops, and Memories for Data Analytics. The following Power Inspection Reports are available in the PowerPro PA flow: a. Clock Tree Power Inspection for Clock visualization that help with holistic view of gaters in the designb. Flop Power Inspection for Fine grained reporting on Flops for Data Analyticsc. Memory Power Inspection for Data Analytics on memories and for Memory Clock profile to filter memories based on root clocks or CGICs.



powerpro> report_power
Library(s) Used:

sc9_base_lvt_tt_typical_max_0p90v_25c
sc9_base_lvt_ff_typical_max_0p72v_0c
sadrlskkb2p256x64m2b2w0c1p0d0t0_lib

…..

Operating Conditions    : tt_typical_max_0p90v_25c
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Design                    | Target Libraries        | Voltage | VTH Distribution 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
dut                         All                       0.9                                                         
uut.rxReceiveEngine         All                       0.9                                                         
……
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Global Operating Voltage = 0.9
Power-specific unit information:

Voltage Units       = 1V
Capacitance Units   = 1pf
Time Units          = 1ns
Dynamic Power Units = 1uW
Leakage Power Units = 1uW

…..Power Summary Report
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Power Group    Count          Leakage Power(uW)     Internal Power(uW)    Switching Power(uW)   Total Power(uW)       Percentage(%)  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
io_pad         0              0                     0                     0                     0                     0%     
memory         5              263.897               278.173               0                     542.07                20.93% 
black_box      2              0                     0                     1.467e-03             1.467e-03 0%             
register       2136           169.694               770.985               0.30607               940.985               36.33% 
combinational  12414          693.335               24.0329               13.8433               731.211               28.23% 
sequential     0              0                     0                     0                     0                     0%     
clock_network  2              20.2277               350.193               5.22296               375.644               14.5%  
total          14559          1147.15               1423.38               19.3738               2589.91               100%

Average Power Report
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lets talk about the various types of power, efficiency and energy reports available in powerproPowerPro performs Averaged Power Analysis based on the switching activity information derived from simulation data. Library characteristics and attributes play a very important role in determining power consumption. The Averaged Design Power Report provides information in terms of Leakage, Internal, and Switching power consumption for the following power groups io_pad memory: black_box register: combinational: sequential: Specifies power consumption for all CGIC objects (only if the global pa_clock_network_include_cgics is set to 0). clock_network: Specifies power consumption for the clock tree. CGIC power is added to the clock network power because the value of the global pa_clock_network_include_cgics is 1 by default. And total powerOther vital information about the design like library used, design hierarchy and pvt coreners used is provided in this report.



Cycle Accurate Peak Power (CAPP) Report
• Energy value is computed for each event (toggle) in the design
• CAPP analysis provides cycle level accurate power behavior for the design
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report_power -time_based

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PowerPro can also report Cycle accurate peak power (click) using the same report_power command but with –time_based option. It is worth mentioning that in CAPP analysis, the default sampling interval is the clock cycle associated with the fastest clock in the designThe period of fastest clock can be global controlled or auto-computed from FSDB fileUser can also dump the VCD file with the name of the file specified in the –power_waveform option Please refer to 5.4.2.1.3.3 Enable Cycle Accurate Peak Power (CAPP) for more information on CAPP flow in powerpro_user_manual



Energy Reports
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• Power & Energy both are critical parameters in low power/energy circuit design. 
• Power defines rate of energy consumption per unit time. 
• Like power, it is also necessary to know total amount of consumed energy in given 

simulation timeline.
• Along with power reports, users also want energy consumption reports. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Energy reports. Both Power & Energy are critical parameters in low power/energy circuit design. Like power, it is also necessary to know total amount of energy consumed in a given simulation time.Therefore, much like reports for average power are generated for the design, in a similar way, reports for average energy consumption can also be generated in powerpro using the command report_energy –summary.Inside this report both power and energy numbers are printed together for each power group.



Toggle Activity Reports/Plot
report_toggle_profile -start_instance {TOP_HIER large_mem_inst
large_mem_inst_1 mem_inst mem_inst1 mem_inst3 mem_inst_1} -
toggle_waveform mems.vcd

Toggle waveform VCD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The report_toggle_profile command reports the toggle activity for a design, using the design signals from the given FSDB file. This command can generate text reports (click) as well as plot information, which can be viewed and inspected using GUI. Reports and plots can be generated for any hierarchy at timestamp level granularity. select the region of interest (click2) by simple click n expand, the toggle profile of that time window or region is visualized (click3) in the plot region. A dot on the bar represent peak toggle activity.Among many other useful information that can be generated using this command is generating the moving average toggle count of the design. An example of this is whenreport_toggle_profile is used with -window and -delta optionThis command can also generate a VCD file (click4) for the selected design group using -toggle_waveform option.(please refer to powerpro ref manual for more information on using this command).



Conclusion and Summary

• Develop low-power, energy efficient RTL right from the beginning

• Early Design Checking (with EDCs) helps weed out low-hanging power issues without the need of vectors

• Input qualification helps remove structural or functional abnormalities in the provided inputs for right-at-
first-time power/energy results

• Iteratively improve the power and energy efficiency of your RTL

• Regress RTL to track Power and Energy KPIs for qualifying the design for low power and energy
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Early RTL can be analyzed for Power to determine if IP is good in terms of power or not. So it is not necessary that you have to do full blown power estimation or optimization for your IP in the end of the RTL design cycle. You can use static checks and combinational checks to quickly find power problems. Fast analysis with minimal setup means it can be automated and integrated with regression. Of course the Static and Dynamic checking can quickly point to power issues upfront and this can be easily adopted by CAD teams for low-power IP design. Thank you for your attention. That’s the end of my presentation and we are open to any questions please.



Questions

• What is CAPP?
• How PowerPro is able to provide accurate power numbers at the RTL 

level?
• How to run PowerPro in a regression framework to develop a robus

power and energy efficient methodology at RTL level?
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